Leaflet Master´s-thesis
Annotation: This leaflet doesn´t replace the examination regulations of the Master
program „Geosciences“ published in: “Amtlichen Bekanntmachungen der RUB vom
22.11.2019; Nr. 1334”

Approval:
Those students can be approved to the Master´s-thesis when more than 60 credit points are
achieved.
Following forms must be added at the approval of the Master´s thesis in the examination
office:

1)- Application form to the Master´s thesis including signs of the coordinator of the thesis and
the second expert.
2)- Workplan, approximately 1 DIN-A 4 page signed by the coordinator
3) the actual study schedule including all modules signed by the coordinator. Changing the
coordinator means that the former one must also sign the form.

Credits
The master-thesis is credited with 30 CP.
The Master-thesis must be finished within 6 months starting from the approval of the
application. This period of time can be extended by 6 weeks; this requires a statement signed
by the student and the coordinator.
The thesis can by stopped be the student only once and only during the first 10 days of the
work.

Finishing the Master´s Thesis
You may send a PDF-version of your thesis, including the signed declaration (see beneath)
via e-mail or Sciebo to the Examination office (sabine.feige@rub.de) not later than the last
day of your schedule.
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The printed versions including signed declaration, plus one digital version; preferably as
.pdf format as a stick or CD, have to be submitted to the Examination office: IA3/103, not
later than 14 days after sendig the pdf-version.

Rating of the Master´s Thesis
Mean value of both ratings.
As differences by more than 20 % between both ratings occur, the examination board
„Geowissenschaften“ decides on the final quote.
In the case the Master´s thesis is failed, one more attempt is possible working on a new
project.
Failing again means that the Master´s program could not be finished at Ruhr-University
Bochum or any other university in Germany.

Declaration
I declare that I have prepared this work by myself and without any illegal help. I have marked
all facts taken from other publications by citing them. This work was not submitted in this or
a similar version to any faculty of this or any other university.
The electronic submitted version of the thesis is identical with the three printed versions
submitted to the Examination office.

signature

your name in letters
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